Ebury Square, private residence

Katz is a leading luxury interior design and
architectural company renowned for creating
exceptional properties in the world’s most
desirable locations.
Specializing in residential, retail and hospitality properties worldwide, we provide
a comprehensive and seamless service to meet our clients’ requirements and fulfil
their aspirations. This ranges from concept design to bespoke furniture and turnkey dressing.

Projects

Expertise

Design

Numerous objects realized in the
most reputable areas of London, Paris,
Monaco, The French Riviera, Miami,
Barcelona, Moscow, Riga and Jurmala,
including private apartments, villas and
public spaces interiors.

• Interior & architectural design

• Residential

• Bespoke furniture & procurement

• Corporate

• Lighting design

• Commercial

• Marketing & branding

• Aviation

• Decoration & accessorizing

• Yachting

• Real estate development

USA: +1 646 388 4636
LATVIA: +371 292 682 65

UK: +44 203 608 6183
FRANCE: +33 9707 35 134

INFO@KATZHQ.COM
WWW.KATZHQ.COM

Entresol, café

Founded in 2006 by Dmitry Holomyov and Stan
Katz — both outstanding professionals in
their own field — they made an ultimate
creative-business tandem.
Katz has a 10-year heritage of delivering exceptional results within the luxury real
estate sector and our wealth of experience continues to grow through prime
residential projects and select hospitality or retail projects.

MORE THAN 50
COMPLETED PROJECTS
AROUND THE WORLD

Breakthrough

Brand Vision

Our People

Katz became globally known in 2006 after
having created a series of eye-catching
and innovative furniture pieces like the
famous Console Bookshelf, Bat Mirror,
4 Vase Cabinet and others. Instantly distributed in world media and in the world’s
most popular design blogs, some of these
designs are being highly evaluated and
installed up to now in the world’s most
prestigious locations.

Known for augmenting a classic style with
an unexpected modern appearance, Katz
creates outstanding interiors for intellectual individuals who understand what
a perfect design is and who strive for
excellence in any point of their life. Katz’s
philosophy is to deliver thought-provoking, yet ultra-functional ideas in creating
inspiring splendours of living areas and
commercial spots.

Our diverse and multi-disciplined team
are the DNA of Katz that gives us the
expertise to push boundaries for clients
who want to achieve the truly extraordinary. As a multidisciplinary studio of
Interior Designers, Architects, Constructors and Project Managers — we all
share a passion for design excellence, impeccable attention to detail, unsurpassed
service and professional integrity.
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